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The limitations of hardware and software (In the creation of images and graphics)



In the “Kaiju battle poster” tutorial, a variety of hardware as well as software was utilised to create the final image. It is worth noting, however, that each of these has limitations, and it is often worth comparing them so that the most efficient tool can be chosen for the job. This document explains the limitations of the Hardware and software used in the tutorial, as well as another software or hardware that could have potentially been used for creation of the poster.



Hardware: Hardware used for tutorial Mouse (Laser, USB)



Limitations in the role of creating and manipulating images



    



Drawing (in artistic terms) or colouring manually feels somewhat unintuitive when using a mouse due to the fact that the mouse is not relative to the screen as a graphics tablet pen is. Mice tend to jolt along the surface they’re on somewhat, leading to often jagged lines and possible accidental movements when placing images. There is no pressure sensitivity to a mouse click, meaning that unlike a graphics tablet which can draw light or heavy lines, a mouse can only draw lines of the opacity chosen. Object tracing with a mouse can be uncomfortable and inefficient relative to other hardwares. Drawing good curved lines with a mouse freehand is virtually impossible



The main limitation of this device is really the inability to draw naturally, (as one would when drawing on paper or with a graphics tablet), mostly due to the way that the mouse is not directly relative to the screen. Alternate hardware Graphics tablet (USB)



Limitations in the role of creating and manipulating images



   



A graphics tablet can take a fair while to get used to, so newer digital artists can have significant trouble. Accessing menus, effects and selections can be tricky, leading to inefficiency. It’s generally less intuitive for certain image manipulations (such as rotation, resizing and movement). The lack of a non-relative cursor means that it’s hard to click at the exact point wanted, so it’s less suitable for images such as pixel art.



The main limitation of this hardware device is really the lack of intuitive control in using selections and menus, meaning that a graphics tablet is best used with a mouse, rather than a completely replacement for one.



Software: Software used for tutorial GNU image manipulation program (GIMP)



Limitations in the role of creating and manipulating images



   



GIMP does not offer some colour schemes, such as the “Pantone” scheme, due to the fact that the program is free. This is limiting for anyone who wants a good screen/printer colour reference. It doesn’t offer some of the more complex and in depth manipulation effects relative to Photoshop. An example of this would be the “Plastic wrap” effect, which can only be done in GIMP with a multitude of steps. Photoshop files can be read in gimp, but gimp files (XCF) can’t be read in Photoshop. This means that flexibility between programs is better for Photoshop. GIMP only works with 8 bit images, whereas Photoshop is able to work with both 16 and 32 bit images. This means that after a lot of image manipulation, images edited in gimp can have unsmooth colour transitions (lines or blocks of different colours appearing)



The main limitation of this software package is that it is limited by only a small amount of the in depth image effects that Photoshop has (although some are available by download). Alternate software Adobe Photoshop



Limitations in the role of creating and manipulating images    



Photoshop is inefficient at repeating manipulation processes on multiple images. This means that batch manipulations (an example of this being applying a colour filter to many photos at once) can be timely. Systems need to be newer to use Photoshop, meaning that legacy users are completely unable to utilise the software (1GB of ram required, whereas GIMP only needs 128Mb). Photoshop is also unavailable for Linux users. The UI isn’t very easy to customise, leading to inefficiency when special tasks (such as pixel art or image manipulations) are being done. In comparison, GIMP can be highly customised, even so much as to mimic the Photoshop skin. There aren’t as many specific effects for download (for free) as GIMP, leaving some users without important effects that could be extremely useful for them.



The main limitation of this software is that the program isn’t as intuitive as other suites, with a (subjectively) bulky UI and a lack of customisation options, as well as a lack of downloadable effects and changes.
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